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BAYESIAN UNIT ROOT TESTING: THE EFFECT OF
CHOICE OF PRIOR ON TEST OUTCOMESI
Charley Xia and William Griffiths

ABSTRACT
A Monte Carlo experiment is used to examine the size and power properties of alternative
Bayesian tests for unit roots. Four different prior distributions for the root that is potentially
unity – a uniform prior and priors attributable to Jeffreys, Lubrano, and Berger and Yang –
are used in conjunction with two testing procedures: a credible interval test and a Bayes
factor test. Two extensions are also considered: a test based on model averaging with
different priors and a test with a hierarchical prior for a hyperparameter. The tests are
applied to both trending and non-trending series. Our results favor the use of a prior
suggested by Lubrano. Outcomes from applying the tests to some Australian macroeconomic
time series are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Whether or not macroeconomic time series contain unit roots continues to play an important
role in econometrics and macroeconomic theory. The statistical properties of a unit root
process differ substantially from those of its stationary counterpart, and the existence of unit
roots in macroeconomic variables has implications for both empirical studies and theoretical
modeling. From an econometrics perspective, the order of integration of time series variables
has implications for modeling the data in levels or first differences. It is also the platform
upon which we consider co-integrating or long-run equilibrium relationships between nonstationary time series. Business cycle theory, which describes fluctuations in output as
transitory deviations from a long run deterministic trend, loses its empirical support if
macroeconomic variables have unit roots. The simple permanent income model predicts
consumption is a random walk and co-integrated with total income. Models of persistent
unemployment have formed around whether there is a natural rate of unemployment or there
has been a unit root hysteresis effect (Blanchard and Summers, 1987). Whether stock prices
are mean reverting has implications for predicting future prices based on historical data. The
emphasis on unit roots in these and other examples has acted as catalyst for developing
sophisticated testing procedures.
In a seminal paper detailing the importance of the unit root distinction in
macroeconomic data, Nelson and Plosser (1982) used an augmented Dickey-Fuller test to find
overwhelming support for the unit root hypothesis in 13 out of 14 long-run annual time series
from the United States. However, beginning from Sims (1988), Bayesian authors have
highlighted inadequacies in classical methods. Their major point was that the asymptotic
distribution of classical test statistics changes discontinuously between the stationary and the
unit root cases, leading to disconnected confidence intervals. The Bayesian framework was
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argued to be a more logically sound and consistent basis for testing the unit root hypothesis.
The choice between classical or Bayesian methods was further fuelled when Dejong and
Whiteman (1991), using a Bayesian approach, found significant less evidence for unit root
processes in the Nelson and Plosser dataset.
These results were questioned by Phillips (1991), who illustrated that Bayesian test
conclusions were not robust to prior specifications. He argued that a uniform prior for time
series coefficients was inappropriate as a non-informative prior, and that, with a Jeffrey’s
prior, Bayesian and classical procedures yield similar results. Lubrano (1995) extended the
refinement of Bayesian testing procedures by showing that the specification of the test model
and an adequate treatment of the initial observation are essential to making sensible
inferences.
In this paper we investigate further the properties of Bayesian tests for unit roots. We
examine the size and power properties of tests derived from alternative prior densities for the
(potential) unit root, and we apply the tests to some Australian macroeconomic time series.
The testing model is developed in Section 2. In Section 3 we specify the marginalized
likelihood for the hypothesized unit root and discuss the merits of alternative assumptions
about initial observations. In Section 4 we describe two Bayesian testing procedures: a
credible interval test and a Bayes factor test. The alternative priors that we consider are
outlined in Section 5; these include four basic priors, a test based on model averaging with
different priors, and a hierarchical prior for a hyperparameter. Monte Carlo results on the size
and power of the test procedures are presented in Section 6 for both trending and non-trending
data. The results from applying the tests to macroeconomic data are given in Section 7.
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2. FORMULATION OF THE TESTING MODEL
When setting up a model to test for unit roots, it is convenient to consider two cases. The first
is where the series is trending and we wish to use a unit root test to distinguish between a
trend stationary process with a deterministic trend, and a random walk with drift. The second
is where the series has no definite trend and we wish to distinguish between a stationary
autoregressive (AR) process and a random walk. A simple model that illustrates both these
cases is
yt    t  ut

ut  ut 1  t

(1)

where we assume the t are independent N (0, 2 ) . This parameterization is often labeled a
components model since it makes clear distinctions between the deterministic and stochastic
components. Combining the two equations in (1) gives
yt  (1  )    (1  ) t  yt 1  t

(2)

The trending and non-trending cases correspond to   0 and   0 , respectively. The unit
root hypothesis is H 0 :   1 . Under this null hypothesis, and the trending case, the intercept 
and time trend t disappear and δ becomes the drift parameter in the random walk with drift
model yt    yt 1  t . The alternative hypothesis H1 :   1 yields a trend stationary model,
characterizing a process that is stable and mean reverting around a deterministic trend. If yt is
logarithmic, then  has a direct interpretation as the rate of growth. In the non-trending case
the model under the null is the random walk yt  yt 1  t ; under the alternative the process is
stable and mean reverting around the mean  . When   1 , we have an explosive process.
While asymptotic theory excludes the possibility of an explosive infinite series,   1 can be
modeled in the Bayesian framework under the assumption of a finite time frame. The above
components model has been adopted by Zivot (1994) and Lubrano (1995) for unit root
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testing, and promoted by Schotman and van Dijk (1991a, b) and DeJong et al. (1992).
An alternative parameterization that has been used in unit root testing is the so-called
reduced form of the components model
yt  0  1 t   yt 1  t

(3)

where the parameters in (1) and (3) are related by
0  (1  )  

1  (1  )

(4)

In this formulation, the convenience of a linear model in (3) is complicated by the non-linear
dependence of 0 and 1 upon ρ in (4). To establish the same dynamics as exist for the unit
root hypothesis test using the components model, the constraints 0   and 1  0 are
required under the null. If we consider 0 and 1 as independent of  , then yt will not be of
the same order of magnitude under the null and alternative hypotheses. In particular, if the
time trend coefficient 1  0 , then yt will be O(t ) under the alternative hypothesis and O(t 2 )
under the null (see Bauwens et al. 1999, pp.164-168). This behavior, where a time trend is
always present, will be undesirably captured by a likelihood function that is based on the
reduced form. Consequently, the null and alternative hypotheses will no longer discriminate
between a random walk with drift model and a trend stationary model. In the components
model the time trend disappears in the presence of a unit root and whether   0 then governs
the order of magnitude of yt . There is no discrepancy in the behavior of the data under the
null and alternative hypotheses. For this reason the components model is considered the better
parameterization for a Bayesian framework; it is the one that we consider in this paper.
2.1 Generalizing to an AR(p) Process
Equations (1) and (2) are relevant for an AR(1) process. To incorporate a more sophisticated
serial correlation structure, we rewrite the error process in (1) as A( L)ut  t where A( L) is a
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polynomial of order p in the lag operator; that is, A( L)  1  a1L  a2 L2    a p Lp . A
stationary property of yt is equivalent to the roots of the polynomial function A( L) lying
outside the unit circle. The possibility of a unit root is isolated by the convenient
representation (see Hamilton, 1994, pp.516-518)

A( L)  (1  L)  (1  L) A *( L)

(5)

where   1  A(1) , A *( L)  a1 L    ap 1Lp 1 , and a j   i  j ai 1 , j  1,2,, p  1 . A data
p 1

process has a unit root if   1 . Using (5) and substituting A( L)ut  t into yt    t  ut
yields
yt  (1  )    (1  ) t  yt 1  A * ( L)(yt  )  t

(6)

Here one can see that the parameter  is concerned with the long run dynamics of the series,
while the aj parameters are concerned with the short term. Relative to the AR(1) model,

p  1 lags of yt have been added.
The lags of yt include an extra nonlinearity in  . Lubrano (1995) proposed
replacing ( yt  ) by (yt  ˆ ) , where ̂ is an estimator of  from the empirical mean of
yt . This simplification can be theoretically justified as linearizing A *(1) around


A *(1)  0 and ̂ . Its advantage is that it leads to simpler calculations and a marginal
likelihood function of  that retains the same structure irrespective of the autoregressive
order. Rewriting (6) with this simplification yields
yt  (1  )    (1  ) t  yt 1  A * ( L ) yt*  t

(7)

where yt  yt  ˆ .
Conditioning on the parameter of interest  , the components model in (7) is linear in
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the nuisance parameters   (, , a1 ,, ap 1 ) , which allows us to write it in a regression form
given by
yt ()  xt ()  t

t ~ N (0,  2 )

(8)

To obtain (8), we define xt  (1, t ) , yt ()  (1  L) yt , and xt ()   xt  xt1 , yt1 , , yt p 1  .
Since an AR(p) model reserves the first p observations, we let the sample size be T  p .
Then, stacking the last T observations, we obtain the matrix regression format (conditional on

)

y ()  X ()  

(9)

where y () is a (T  1) vector function of  , X () is a T  ( p  1)  matrix function of  ,
and  ~ N (0,  2 I T ) . For an AR(1) process, we have xt()   xt  xt1  and   (, ) . This
notation can be found in Zellner and Tiao (1964), Lubrano (1995) and Bauwens et al. (1999).

3. MARGINALIZED LIKELIHOOD FOR 
To test for a unit root under the Bayesian framework, the marginal posterior density f ( | y)
is required. From Bayes’ theorem, it is given by

f ( | y )  L(; y )()
where () is a prior density for  , and L(; y ) is the marginalized likelihood function for 
given by

L(; y ) 



L(, , 2 ; y )(, 2 | )d d 2

(10)

()

In (10), L(, , 2 ; y ) is the joint likelihood function, and (,  2 | ) is a (conditional) prior
density with support  () .
The nature of both the joint likelihood and the marginalized likelihood depends on the
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treatment of the initial observations y0 , y1 , y2 , , y p 1 . If these observations are treated as
fixed, then the joint likelihood function is an approximate one, given by
LA  ,  2 , ; y     2 

T 2

 1

exp   2  y ()  X ()  y ()  X ()
 2


(11)

The corresponding marginalized likelihood function, obtained by expressing ignorance using
the diffuse prior (, 2 | )  2 , and then integrating out (, 2 ) as depicted in (10), is
1 2
LA  ; y   M () S () [T ( p 1)] 2

(12)

where M ()  X () X () and S ()  y ()[ I T  X () M 1 () X ()] y () . It turns out that

LA  ; y  is not suitable for posterior inference about  because it is unbounded at   1 when
the constant term  is present (Lubrano, 1995). To conduct meaningful posterior analysis, we
require the marginalized likelihood function to be finite and positive at   1 and to be
integrable over the parameter space of  .
This problem can be overcome by making a distributional assumption about the initial
observation y0 . It is often reasonable to assume that the observed sample is a segment of a
data generating process, one which began long ago or in the infinite past. The initial
observation is the closest reference to this unobservable past, and can bring in valuable
information. As noted in Uhlig (1994), one can compare the distance of the initial observation
from the time trend to form an impression of the size of the root. To see this, consider an
AR(1) process and the components model in (1), and assume some starting date at t   s
such that u s   is fixed. The initial observation y0 can be shown to have the distribution
y0 | (, 2 , , s ) ~ N    s , 2 q(, s ) 

with
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s

q(, s )    2i 
i 0

1   2( s 1)
1  2

Since q(, s ) is a geometric series of non-negative 2 , it is well defined for all    , and
there is no implicit truncation of the parameter space. Under the stationarity assumption, and
an infinite time horizon, y0 ~ N ,  2 (1   2 )  . For small  the variance of y0 is small and
we should observe the initial observation close to the time trend.
To incorporate the density of the initial observation we simplify calculations by
assuming   0 ; then,
y0 | (,  2 , s ) ~ N  ,  2 q(, s ) 

(13)

The exact likelihood function of an AR(p) process considers the first p observations as
random. However, this joint density is complex (see Hamilton, 1994, pp.123-125). Following
Schotman and van Dijk (1991a,b), and Lubrano (1995), we consider only the distribution of
y0 and let ( y1 , y2 , y p 1 ) remain fixed.
The exact likelihood function for (, 2 , ) is then calculated as the product of the
conditional data density in (11) and the marginal distribution of y0 in (13)
LE ,  2 , ; y   q(, s ) 1 2   2 

T 2

 1 

1
 exp   2   y ()  X ()   y ()  X ()  
( y0   ) 2  
q ( , s )

 2 

(14)

It is convenient to rewrite the term in the exponent as


1
2 2

 y()  X ()  y()  X ()  ( y  x)( y  x)

0

0


0

0

where y0  y0 q(, s) 1 2 and x0   q(, s ) 1 2 ,0  . Then, combining (14) with the diffuse prior
(, 2 | )  2 , and integrating out (, 2 ) , yields the marginalized exact likelihood
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function
LE  ; y , s   q(, s ) 1 2 M ()

1 2

S () T  p  2

(15)

where
 q(, s ) 1 0 
M ()  X () X ()  


0
0 



 y q(, s ) 1  
 ()  M () 1  X () y ()   0

0




S ()  y() y ()  y02 q(, s) 1   () M () ()
A function q(, v ) which behaves similarly to q(, s ) for reference values of s and v,
but is easier to use is (Bauwens et al., 1999, pp.182-183)

q(, v ) 

1 v
1  v  2

(16)

To ensure the variance of y0 in (11) is non-negative, q(, v ) implicitly truncates the domain





of  to    1  v , 1  v . Both s and v are subjective and affect the likelihood function,
but the impact of choosing v which controls the range of values of  is more conspicuous
than the impact on  of choosing a starting date s. Also, calculating the Jeffreys prior
(considered below) is easier for q(, v ) . In what follows our calculations are based on
replacing q(, s ) with q(, v ) . For testing, Bauwens et al. recommended a value of v  1 3
which was sufficiently large in the sense that the truncation point

1  v  1.155 never

actively affected the likelihood function.

4. TESTING THE UNIT ROOT HYPOTHESIS
The ingredients for testing the unit root hypothesis are the marginalized likelihood function

LE ; y, v  as defined in (15), but with q(, s ) replaced by q(, v ) , and a prior density () .
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Before considering a number of possible choices for () , we consider two Bayesian testing
procedures, one based on a Bayes factor, and one based on a credible interval.
For the Bayes factor approach, we consider the posterior probability for the point null
hypotheses H 0 :   1 against the alternative H1 :   1 . The starting point is the assigning of a
probability mass  to H 0 :   1 , and defining the prior as

for   1

()  

(1  ) () for   1
where  [0,1] and  () is required to be a proper density integrating to one. The posterior
probability of H 0 is then given by

 1  
P( H 0 | y, v )  1 
B 


1

where B is the Bayes factor

B



LE (  1; y, v )
LE (; y , v ) ()d 

1

If we set   0.5 , implying equal prior weights to the null and alternative hypotheses, then the
posterior probability P( H 0 | y, v ) depends only on the Bayes factor. The decision rule: reject
the unit root hypothesis if P( H 0 | y, v )  0.5 is equivalent to rejecting H 0 when B  1 .
Posterior odds ratios for point null hypotheses have been considered by Sims (1988),
Schotman and van Dijk (1991a,b), and Koop (1991).
For the credible interval approach for testing H 0 :   1 , we reject H 0 if   1 lies





outside the 95% credible interval  1  v , sup , where sup is defined by
sup



 1 v

f ( | y )d   0.95
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This approach is equivalent to calculating a non-stationary probability
1 v

P (  1 | y , v ) 



f ( | y )d 

1

and rejecting the unit root hypothesis if P(  1| y, v )  0.05 . The above testing procedure has
been adopted by Phillips (1991) and Lubrano (1995).
For any continuous proper density () defined over the domain of  , it is possible to
calculate a Bayes factor and a credible interval. Berger and Delampady (1987) recommend
reporting both for hypothesis testing problems with a point null hypothesis. The Bayes factor
provides the data evidence against the point null, while the credible interval reports the size of
the discrepancy. As conclusions reached under the two testing procedures may not always
agree for the same set of observations, it is of interest to study the consequences of using
both. Our Monte Carlo simulations will attempt to address this problem along with the choice
of prior for ρ.

5. ALTERNATIVE PRIORS FOR 
The prior in Bayesian analysis serves as an elicitation of the information available to the
decision maker before observing the data. When there is insufficient information or in
situations which desire objective inference, the search has been for a non-informative prior to
convey some notion of “ignorance” or “emphasizing” data evidence. One central focus of the
Bayesian literature on unit root testing has been the appropriate non-informative prior for  .
Since the early work of Bayes (1764), the uniform distribution has been seen as noninformative for location parameters. A uniform prior for ρ was used by Sims (1988) to
illustrate how Bayesian procedures can reject the unit root hypothesis systematically more
than classical procedures. However, this foundation has been deeply questioned by Phillips
(1991) who raised concerns that  is not akin to a location parameter and its impact upon
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sample moments (e.g., mean, variance, autocorrelations) changes drastically for different
values. As an objective framework, Phillips proposed a Jeffreys prior based on the principles
of Jeffreys (1946), and the arguments of Perks (1947). The Jeffrey’s prior is proportional to
the square root of the determinant of the information matrix. It leads to posterior inferences
that are invariant under one-to-one reparameterizations, and, since it favors parameter values
where the information is large, it has been interpreted as emphasizing data evidence. For 
the Jeffreys prior turns out to be steeply increasing as  approaches unity and beyond. This
finding is then interpreted to mean that a process generated in these intervals is itself more
“informative” in the sense of high Fisher’s information. Within such views the flat uniform
prior is then subjective, since it implicitly down-weighs the sample information for large 
values by imposing a bias towards the stationary region. However, there have been criticisms
of Jeffreys rule, and, given that the asymptotic distribution for  hits a discontinuity at unity,
with explosive values inconsiderable, Perks’ justifications can only be confined to the
stationary region of the parameter space.
Following the non-informative prior debate for unit root testing, Berger and Yang
(1994) and Lubrano (1995) proposed alternative solutions. In the remainder of this section, we
describe the priors used in our Monte Carlo experiment: the uniform, Jeffreys, Berger-Yang
and Lubrano priors, a model averaging solution to the choice of prior, and a prior for v that
can be used as an alternative to fixing v.
5.1 Jeffreys Prior
The Jeffreys prior based on the exact likelihood function of an AR(1) process with no time
trend and the structural form in (2) is (see Bauwens, 1999, pp.195-196)
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 1  v  2 

1   2T
1 
1   2T 




(1
v
)
1
T

 1  2 
2 
1  2
1  2 
 1 v   


 J ( | v, T )  
 2v
T (T  1)
 (1  v )T  1 

2
 v

 1
(17)
 1

This prior has an integrable infinite singularity at    1  v and is therefore proper by





truncating    1  v , 1  v ; T is the sample size.
5.2 Lubrano Prior
This prior is an arcsine distribution proposed by Lubrano (1995) after observing the similarity
of this distribution with the Jeffreys prior in (17), and removing the unintuitive property of
having a prior dependent on the sample size T.

 L ( | v ) 

1

(18)

 1  v  2

5.3 Berger-Yang Reference Prior
Reference priors originated with Bernardo (1979) under the principle of maximizing the
missing information in an experiment, where distance between densities is measured by the
Kullback-Leibler divergence. The Berger and Yang (1994) reference prior for the AR(1)





process with no time trend and truncation    1  v , 1  v is

1


2
 2 1  
 BY ( | v )  
1
1 v
 arcsec

2
 4    1



 1



(19)
1   1 v

This density has an integrable infinite singularity at   1 .
5.4 Uniform Prior





A uniform or diffuse prior for    1  v , 1  v is given by
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U ( | v ) 

1
2 1 v

(20)

Plots of the above four functions are given in Figures 1(a) and 1(b) for v  1 3 and
T  25 . Two different graphs are needed to accommodate a change of scale for   1 . All

priors are quite diffuse over the stationary region up to approximately 0.95, but their treatment
over the non-stationary region differs substantially. The Jeffreys prior explodes exponentially
over the non-stationary region at a rate governed by the sample size T. The explosion is more
controlled for the Lubrano prior, while the Berger-Yang prior is decreasing over the nonstationary region.
5.5 Model Averaging with Different Priors
If a decision maker recognizes uncertainty in the selection process for a prior, then a natural
extension is to accommodate this uncertainty through Bayesian model averaging. Specifically,
we may recognize four different Bayesian models that are described by the same marginalized





exact likelihood function for  , the same belief for the domain    1  v , 1  v , but four
different priors given by (17) to (20). If M i  LE (; y , v ), i ( | v ) , i  J , L, BY ,U , then the
posterior probability for model i is

P( M i | y , v ) 

P( y | M i , v ) P( M i )
P( y | v )

where
1 v

P( y | M i , v ) 



LE (; y , v ) i ( | v )d 

 1 v

4

P( y | v )   P( y | M i , v ) P( M i )
i 1

The model-averaged posterior density for  is
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4

f ( | y , v )   f ( | y , v, M i )P( M i | y , v )
i 1

4

 LE (; y , v ) i ( | v )P ( M i | y , v )

(21)

i 1
4

 LE (; y , v ) i ( | v )P ( y | M i , v )
i 1

if P ( M i )  1 4

Assuming the four priors are given equal prior probabilities, from (21) we can see that, a
posteriori, the prior that carries the most weight is the one with largest marginal likelihood
P( y | M i , v ) . Using this framework, the Bayes factor is given by B  LE (  1; y , v ) P( y | v ) ,
and the posterior probability of non-stationarity is
4

P(  1 | y , v )   P(  1 | y , v, M i )P( M i | y , v )
i 1

5.6 A Prior for v
In the application of unit root testing it is often sensible to assume that  values implying
explosive series are unlikely. The Bayesian procedures described above can accommodate
this subjective belief through two channels: the first is to specify a prior distribution for 
such that its density is decreasing for   1 . However, if one is to accept the arguments of
Phillips (1991), and use the Jeffreys and Lubrano priors that explode over the non-stationary
interval, reflecting increasing sample information, an alternative must be found. The
alternative that we have suggested for the specifications considered so far is to restrict the





parameter space to    1  v , 1  v , and to follow the recommendation of v  1 3 as a
possible choice (Bauwen et al. 1999). One way to generalize this approach, and make it more
flexible, is to assign a prior distribution to v. We chose to assign an exponential distribution
with mean E (v )   1 , where  is chosen such that P ( v  1 3)  0.05 . This constitutes a
hierarchical approach where the choice of a domain for  is made separately from the choice
of prior density in this uncertain domain. The exponential distribution can be justified as that
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which maximizes entropy subject to the constraint that the mean is equal to  1 , where  is a
constant ensuring that P ( v  1 3)  0.05 expost.
Under this set of assumptions, the joint posterior density for (, v ) is
f (, v | y )  LE (, v; y ) ( | v ) ( v )

(22)

where LE (, v; y ) is given by (15) and (16), ( | v ) is one of the priors in equations (17) to
(20), and (v ) is the exponential prior density. To perform the credible interval test using this
set up, we need to evaluate
 1 v

P (  1 | y )  
0



f (, v | y )d dv

1

For the Bayes factor test, the likelihood function at   1 can be derived as


LE (  1; y )   LE (  1, v; y )(v )dv
0

The marginal likelihood P( y ) needed for the Bayes factor (and Bayesian averaging if it used)
is


P( y )  

1 v



LE (, v; y ) ( | v ) ( v )d dv

0  1 v

6. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
A Monte Carlo simulation can be used to study the repeated-sample performance of the
Bayesian testing procedures, the choice of priors, and of Bayesian methods in general. A
desirable test should minimize test size and maximize test power, although the Bayesian test
procedures we have described are not such that they would necessarily conform to the
sampling theory convention of a 0.05 size. Moreover, a “pure” Bayesian, who makes a
decision conditional on one observed sample, may not be interested in sampling theory
criteria for test evaluation. Nevertheless, there are enough sampling-theorists out there to
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warrant a test evaluation within their framework.
Two AR(1) processes were used in the simulation: one with a constant and no time
trend, and one with a constant and a time trend. These two models capture the dynamic
properties of a random walk and a random walk with drift, respectively. The true parameters
used were

 1

2  1

  {0,1}

  [0.75 : 0.01:1.00]

y0 | v ~ N 1, q(, v ) 

1 1
v , 
6 3

The sample size was T  50 , and N  10,000 replications were used for each  value. Three
rejection criteria for the unit root hypothesis were considered: (i) B  1 , (ii)

P(  1| y, v)  0.05 , and (iii) both B  1 and P(  1| y, v)  0.05 hold. When an exponential
prior was assigned to v, (ii) was replaced by P(  1| y )  0.05 . For the exponential prior we
set   8.985 , implying P ( v  1 3)  0.05 . The Bayesian tests were further benchmarked
against the relevant Dickey-Fuller test for each model.
Numerical integration was handled using the package Matlab and the in-built adaptive
Gauss-Kronrod quadrature function (quadgk). This algorithm allows for integration of
integrable singularities and pretesting was done to ensure the calculated integrating constants
multiplied by the kernel densities integrated to one. Double integrals required for the case
where a prior is assigned to v used Matlab’s quad2d function.
6.1 Results for Non-trending Case
The simulated power functions for the credible interval tests applied to the non-trending
AR(1) case are presented in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) for v  1 3 and v  1 6 , respectively.
Perhaps the most striking point is the relatively large test size for the uniform (diffuse) prior
case. It is 13.4% for v  1 3 and 15.2% for v  1 6 . This result supports the case argued in
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Phillips (1991), that the uniform prior is biased towards the stationary region. The Lubrano
prior also results in a high test size relative to the Dickey Fuller 5% test, although at 8.7% for
v  1 3 and 6.1% for v  1 6 , it is not as marked as that for the uniform prior. The controlled

explosion of Lubrano’s prior over the non-stationary region only occurs close to the
truncation point 1  v . A large v means that this explosion has less chance to affect the
likelihood function than the Jeffreys prior which explodes exponentially. Its power at

  0.95 is 16.8% for v  1 6 and 19.2% for v  1 3 . The test powers for the uniform and
Lubrano cases are also much larger than those from the other priors, perhaps reflecting the
greater test size, although the difference is dramatic. The Lubrano prior seems to be well
suited for a credible interval test, with the Monte Carlo simulation suggesting that its size and
power can be uniformly controlled by the choice of v, and that the size and power function
from a uniform prior can be uniformly brought down by an appropriate choice of v.
The sizes of the tests from the Jeffreys and Berger-Yang priors are approximately
equal and very low, and these tests also have relatively low power. Their relative power
performance is sensitive to v: the Jeffreys prior leads to a more powerful test for small v, and
the Berger-Yang prior does better for larger v. The Berger-Yang prior assigns prior





probabilities of 0.25 to each of the intervals [0,1) and  1, 1  v . A small v implies
more of the density is concentrated around explosive values closer to unity. Conditional on a
smaller v having no systematic effect on the likelihood function, as v gets smaller this prior
will increasingly amplify the sample probabilities for the non-stationary region. The observed
low power for the credible interval test suggests the likelihood function tends to have
significant tail probabilities extending to   1 . The lower power for v  1 6 compared to
v  1 3 occurs because the prior’s amplification effect in the non-stationary region is larger

for smaller v. The opposite effect occurs with the Jeffreys prior which explodes exponentially
over the nonstationary region. For   0.95 , it leads to a power of 3.9% when v  1 6 and
1.6% when v  1 3 .
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The different sizes of the tests make it difficult it compare the Bayesian tests with the
Dickey-Fuller test, but, from the steepness of the power functions, it would appear that sizecorrected versions of the tests from the uniform and Lubrano priors would be more powerful
than the Dickey-Fuller test, but those from the Jeffreys and Berger-Yang priors would not.
We now consider the Bayes-factor tests whose power functions are graphed in Figures
3(a) and 3(b). The following observations can be made:
1.

All Bayesian test sizes are approximately the same (slightly less than the 5% of the
Dickey-Fuller test), with the exception of that from the Jeffreys prior. Particularly
noteworthy is the 3.9% test size from the uniform prior. In contrast to the credible
interval test, the Bayes factor test with a uniform prior does not overly favor the
stationary region. This finding is consistent with a point made by Berger and
Delampady (1987) who caution against using credible regions corresponding to
diffuse priors as a test for a point null hypothesis. They note that the likelihood of a
special point 0 that lies outside a credible interval is often not too much smaller
than the average likelihood of  within the interval. They recommended the credible
interval be taken as a discrepancy measure of the true parameter  from a point null
hypothesis value 0 .

2.

The tests from the uniform and Lubrano priors maintain their relative positions as the
most powerful tests.

3.

The performance of the test from the Berger-Yang prior improved dramatically to
make it comparable to that of the Dicky-Fuller test.

4.

The test from the Jeffreys prior has very low power and size, particulary for v  1 3 .

5.

With the exceptions of the Dickey-Fuller test (which stayed the same) and the
Berger-Yang based test (which improved), the power functions and sizes of the
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Bayes factor tests were lower than their corresponding credible interval tests.
The size and power of each of the dual criterion tests that reject when both B  1 and

P(  1| y, v)  0.05 will, by construction, be no greater than the smaller size and power of the
two corresponding separate tests. Thus, the power functions for the dual criterion tests all turn
out to be very similar to those for the Bayes factor tests, with the exception of the BergerYang based tests whose power functions tend to mimic those for the corresponding credible
interval tests.
6.2 Results for Trending Case
The power functions for the credible interval and Bayes factor tests for the trending case are
presented in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) for v  1 3 . Those for v  1 6 are omitted since the effects
of changing v are similar to those for the non-trending case. It is worth noting that both the
Jeffreys prior in (17) and Berger and Yang’s reference prior in (19) are tailored for an AR(1)
process with no time trend and may not be justified as priors in this case. The power functions
for these two priors for both the credible interval test and the Bayes factor test are dominated
by the Dickey-Fuller test in the stationary region. A Bayes factor test with the Berger-Yang
prior is viable with a size at 2.6%, but both tests based on the Jeffreys prior are not, with very
low power in both cases.
The test from the uniform prior exhibits the same large size for the credible interval
test at 11.5%, which may again be indicative of the unsatisfactory nature of credible interval
tests based on diffuse priors. On the other hand, the credible interval test from the Lubrano
prior has size only slightly above 0.05, and is much more powerful than the Dickey-Fuller,
Jeffreys and Berger-Yang alternatives. For the Bayes factor tests relative performance is less
clear cut. The test from the Lubrano prior no longer dominates the Dickey-Fuller test. It’s size
is 3.2%, compared with 5% for the Dickey-Fuller test, and its power only matches that of the
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Dickey-Fuller test for   0.8 . However, changing v to size correct the Lubrano-based test is
likely to make it comparable. The test based on the uniform prior performs well. It has a size
of 4.3%, less than that of the Dickey-Fuller test, but still dominates the Dickey-Fuller test in
terms of power for   0.9 .
6.3 Results from Bayesian Model Averaging
Figures 5(a), 5(b), 5(c) and 5(d) exhibit the results from the same Monte Carlo simulation but
also including the results from Bayesian model averaging; the Dickey-Fuller test results are
removed for better comparison. In all cases, we see that Bayesian averaging with equal
P( M i ) does quite well to reflect the relative average positions of the results from the four
priors. For the credible interval tests one could argue that it is a good compromise between
power and size. However, it is hard to recommend it over the Lubrano prior which has
consistently good power and whose size can be corrected by changing v.
6.4 Results from Including a Prior for v
The power functions for the Lubrano-prior tests with v  1 3 and v  1 6 are compared with
those from a Lubrano prior, coupled with an exponential prior for v, in Figures 6(a), 6(b), 6(c)
and 6(d). The power function for the latter is labeled “Lubrano hierarchy”. We set   8.985
to give an a priori probability of P (v  1 3)  0.05 . For both the trending and non-trending
data the power function for the credible interval test version of the Lubrano hierarchy is
located between those for v  1 3 and v  1 6 . The Bayes factor test version dominates those
for v  1 3 and v  1 6 . These results suggest that assigning a prior to v is a good strategy. In
the credible interval case, it avoids having to specify a value for v and it provides a test that is
no worse than v  1 6 . In the Bayes factor case it not only avoids the need to specify v, it also
has better performance than the conventional settings of v  1 3 and v  1 6 .
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7. UNIT ROOTS IN AUSTRALIAN MACROECONOMIC TIME SERIES
Few papers have adopted a Bayesian framework to examine the unit root hypothesis in
Australian macroeconomic time series. Mayadunne et al. (1995) studied 11 Australian
macroeconomic variables using the ADF, Phillips-Perron and KPSS tests, rejecting a unit root
only for the unemployment rate. Narayan and Smyth (2005) looked at 16 Australian
macroeconomic variables and found the unit root hypothesis was less likely once structural
breaks were accounted for. We chose to apply Bayesian procedures to test for a unit root in 12
key Australian macroeconomic time series. The variables chosen and the results are given in
Tables 1 and 2. The data were obtained from Australian Bureau of Statistics. All data were
converted to a quarterly time span and natural logs were taken of all variables except the
unemployment rate, the CPI and the 10-year Treasury bond yield. Based on favorable results
in the simulation study, two procedures were adopted:


Credible interval and Bayes factor tests using a Lubrano prior for  and an
exponential prior for v .



Credible interval and Bayes factor tests using using a Bayesian averaging framework
and an exponential prior for v.

A trend was included whenever a graph of the data suggested one was present, and the lag
length was chosen using a Schwarz criterion. In theory there is no reason to pretest for lag
length using a Bayesian averaging framework, since the likelihood functions for different lag
lengths can be treated as possible alternative models. However, doing so is computationally
expensive. From Table 1, we note that classical and Bayesian results are in fair agreement at a
5% significance level. A unit root for investment is rejected by the Dickey-Fuller test and by
all the Bayesian tests except for the Bayes factor test used with model averaging. The credible
interval test used with the Lubrano prior rejects a unit roots for employment and
unemployment, but this decision is not supported by the Dickey-Fuller tests or the other
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Bayesian tests. This outcome is consistent with the results of the simulation experiment where
the credible interval Lubrano-based test was more powerful than all other tests with the
exception of that from a uniform prior.
In Table 2 we report the results from applying the same tests to first differences of the
variables. The presence of a unit root is rejected by all tests for all variables.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper we adopt a Bayesian framework to examine the unit root hypothesis in time
series analysis. Monte Carlo simulations were used to study the power and size of Bayesian
procedures in small samples using different objective priors. The results indicate that both
testing procedures (posterior odds or posterior credible intervals) as well as the choice of prior
have a significant impact on performances. In light of these observations, a Bayesian average
over priors was introduced as a compromise to allow all priors a role in rejecting the unit root
hypothesis. While this approach does not in any way address the issue of a “robust” and noninformative prior for time series coefficients, it is a natural basis for averaging across results
from different models. We further looked at ways to implement subjective beliefs over
explosive values by considering a maximum entropy density on the truncation variable v.
Both Bayesian averaging and introducing a hyperparameter as if it was a random sample from
some underlying distribution are hierarchical model approaches. This methodology is most
natural to the Bayesian setup, since frequentist methods do not treat models as random
variables and therefore cannot give a rigorous justification for model averaging.
The prior which led to the best performance in terms of test size and power was the
Lubrano prior. Introducing a hierarchical prior for v improved performance for the Bayes
factor tests and proved to be a good risk averse strategy for credible interval tests. Finally, we
implemented Bayesian procedures to test the unit root hypothesis in Australian
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macroeconomic variables. While the test results were similar in most cases, examining the
magnitudes of the test values suggests that discrepancies can arise.
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Fig. 1(a). Prior densities for  over stationary region conditional on v  1 3 and T  25

Fig. 1(b). Prior densities for  over nonstationary region conditional on v  1 3 and T  25
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Fig. 2(a). Power functions for credible interval test on non-trending data with v  1 3

Fig. 2(b). Power functions for credible interval test on non-trending data with v  1 6
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Fig. 3(a). Power functions for Bayes factor test on non-trending data with v  1 3

Fig. 3(b). Power functions for Bayes factor test on non-trending data with v  1 6
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Fig. 4(a). Power functions for credible interval test on trending data with v  1 3

Fig. 4(b). Power functions for Bayes factor test on trending data with v  1 3
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Fig. 5(a). Bayesian averaging: Power functions for credible interval test on non-trending data
with v  1 3

Fig. 5(b). Bayesian averaging: Power functions for credible interval test on trending data with
v 1 3
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Fig. 5(c). Bayesian averaging: Power functions for Bayes factor test on non-trending data
with v  1 3

Fig. 5(d). Bayesian averaging: Power functions for Bayes factor test on trending data with
v 1 3
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Fig. 6(a). Hierarchical prior: Power functions for credible interval test on non-trending data
using Lubrano prior with v  1 3 , v  1 6 and   8.985

Fig. 6(b). Hierarchical prior: Power functions for Bayes factor test on non-trending data
using Lubrano prior with v  1 3 , v  1 6 and   8.985
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Fig. 6(c). Hierarchical prior: Power functions for credible interval test on trending data using
Lubrano prior with v  1 3 , v  1 6 and   8.985

Fig. 6(d). Hierarchical prior: Power functions for Bayes factor test on trending data using
Lubrano prior with v  1 3 , v  1 6 and   8.985
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Table 1. Unit Root Tests of Australian Macroeconomic Variables
Lubrano & V ~ exp(8.985)
Series

Start

p

Trend

ADF

p(ρ ≥ 1|y)

BA & V ∼ exp(8.985)
p(ρ ≥ 1|y)

Bayes factor

Bayes factor

Nominal GDP

1959:03 1

Yes

−2.29

0.43

17.40

0.74

10.27

Real GDP

1959:03 1

Yes

−2.24

0.33

24.26

0.66

14.97

GDP per capita

1973:03 1

Yes

−2.27

0.23

12.40

0.53

10.00

Household consumption

1959:03 1

Yes

−2.19

0.47

28.10

0.75

15.09

Investment

1959:03 3

Yes

−3.70∗

0.009∗

0.74*

0.04∗

1.06

Employment

1978:02 2

Yes

-2.76

0.038∗

3.56

0.16

4.33

Unemployment Rate

1978:02 2

No

-2.02

0.037∗

5.38

0.18

6.11

M!

1975:02 2

Yes

-0.99

0.41

17.35

0.69

11.33

Money base

1975:02 1

Yes

-3.10

0.27

11.17

0.55

9.10

CPI

1970:03 5

No

-1.70

0.09

8.43

0.32

8.55

Treasury bond yield

1970:01 2

No

-1.13

0.19

20.84

0.52

15.17

ASX index

1875:01 2

Yes

-2.99

0.14

28.31

0.51

21.17

*Denotes unit root hypothesis rejected by their respective tests

Table 2. Unit Root Tests of First Difference of Australian Macroeconomic Variables
Lubrano & V ~ exp(8.985)

BA & V ∼ exp(8.985)

Start

p

Trend

ADF

p(ρ ≥ 1|y)

Nominal GDP

1959:04

1

No

−15.21*

0*

0*

0*

0*

Real GDP

1959:04

1

No

−13.08*

0*

0*

0*

0*

GDP per capita

1973:04

1

No

−12.17*

0*

0*

0*

0*

Household consumption 1959:04

1

No

−13.15*

0*

0*

0*

0*

Investment

1959:04

1

No

−11.99*

0*

0*

0*

0*

Employment

1978:03

1

No

−5.65∗

Unemployment Rate

1978:03

1

No

−5.31∗

M!

1975:03

1

No

−9.48∗

0*

0*

0*

0*

Money base

1975:03

2

No

−11.45*

0*

0*

0*

0*

CPI

1970:04

4

No

−7.76

0*

0*

0*

0*

Treasury bond yield

1970:02

1

No

−10.59*

0*

0*

0*

0*

ASX index

1875:02

1

No

−17.57*

0*

0*

0*

0*

Series

Bayes factor

p(ρ ≥ 1|y)

Bayes factor

1.3

10

* 9.2

10

*

5.1

10

*

1.1

10

*

2.6

10

* 1.8

10

*

9.9

10

*

2.3

10

*

∗

*Denotes unit root hypothesis rejected by their respective tests

